
One Click 491 

Chapter 491: Sufficient quantity and insufficient quality 

 [Name]: Su Lang 

[Race]: human 

[Qualification Level]: Turbidity 

[Realm level]: Senior Wuwang 

[Attack level]: Quasi-God+ 

[Defensive Level]: Senior Wu Zun + 

[Shenfa Level]: Quasi-God+ 

[Endurance Level]: Senior Wu Zun+ 

[Spirit Level]: The Realm of Nian Hai 

[Mastering the exercises]: Infinite Heart Sutra, Storm Cloud and Blue Sky Profound Code (Imperial Level, 

Consummation), Rain and Rain Without Trace Secret Code (Imperial Level, Consummation), Crazy 

Dragon Domination Body Canon (Imperial Level, Consummation), Chifeng Zen Canon ( Emperor class, 

consummation) 

Kongzhao Zhu Divine Sword Spectrum (Imperial Level, Consummation), Longwu Indestructible Sword 

Record (Imperial Level, Consummation), Xuanguang Xumi Sword Art (Imperial Level, Consummation), 

Tianxiao Ming Body Volume (Imperial Level, Consummation) 

Thunder Territory Frightening Profound Technique (King Level, Consummation), Thunder Shadow 

Destiny Diagram (King Level, Consummation), Shen Gang Hunyuan Profound Art (King Level, 

Consummation) 

... 

(Some exercises have been omitted) 

[Activated system functions]: One-key training function (level 16), one-key training function (level 16), 

clone dispatch function (level 15), one-key treasure hunt function (level 15), one-key alchemy function 

(level 12) ), one-key mixer function (level 12), one-key array refining function (level 12), one-key 

synthesis function (level 11), one-key decomposition function (no level) 

"Defensive and endurance increased by half a realm, and physical fitness increased by a small realm, 

which is not bad." 

"At present, I can still practice another wave of imperial level exercises, and then I will change to a 

respectable level exercises." 

Su Lang nodded, and immediately selected four imperial level exercises. 

It's all bodybuilding exercises, two to improve defense, and two to improve endurance. 
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They are the Secret Book of Tiangang Silver Bone, Beast Heart Brahma Sea Monster Copy, Qianqing 

Profound Vessel True Art, and Longyin Yuanyang True Scripture. 

"Ding! Tiangang Silver Bone Secret Tome was placed successfully..." 

"..." 

After the four exercises were placed, the four practice villains suddenly moved. 

At this moment, Chu Xiaobei also moved. 

She propped up the bed with her arms, slowly stood up, and then sat on the bed. 

"The pill is digested? How do you feel?" 

Su Lang recovered and asked quickly. 

"It's not completely digested yet." 

Chu Xiaobei shook his head with a hint of apology, "As for the injury, the physical injury has recovered 

by half, and the meridian dantian and the spiritual injury of the soul have only recovered a little." 

"What!?" 

Su Lang said in disbelief, "I have so many pills, but the effect is so weak!?" 

"Ok......" 

Chu Xiaobei glanced at Su Lang, looking a little confused, "Although the pill you refined has reached the 

6th-star Saint-Rank. 

But...their medicinal power grade is still relatively low, but the medicinal power is relatively strong. 

This involves the mystery of the rules, the regular injuries in my body must be cured by the same level of 

the power of the rules. " 

"I understand, the quantity is enough, but the quality is not up to standard!" 

Su Lang patted his head lightly, and then asked, "So, how much strength can you exert now? Also, can 

you open the Martial Saint Realm now?" 

"The Martial Saint Realm can already be opened!" 

Chu Xiaobei nodded and said, "As for strength... 

Although my physical injuries have recovered a lot, my spiritual power is thin, and my soul is seriously 

injured, so I can only exert the strength of a 1-star Martial Saint in a short time. " 

"Why is it happening like that?" 

Su Lang frowned, "You have recovered half of your physical injury, and the power of your physical body 

can suppress the Five-Star Martial Saint!" 

"Wusheng Realm fights with the power of rules." 



Chu Xiaobei pursed her small mouth, "The soul injury makes it difficult for me to use the power of the 

rules..." 

"Ok." 

"It's good to be able to open the Martial Saint Realm, anyway, I don't plan to let you help me deal with 

Wuyang Martial Saint." 

Su Lang curled his mouth and spread a hand toward Chu Xiaobei, "Now it's your turn to give me back. 

Let me see your baby." 

Chapter 492: Look at Chu Xiaobei! 

"Humph!" 

"What a greedy ghost!" 

Chu Xiaobei gave up a little bit of strength, and opened the Martial Saint Realm with some hard work. 

However, she couldn't fully expand the Martial Saint Realm at all, she could only open a gap and dump 

the treasures inside. 

Because her control ability is very poor at this time. 

So after opening the crack, it was out of control, and everything was overwhelmed and smashed 

towards Su Lang! 

"My fork, you are trying to bury me alive!?" 

Su Lang yelled, and was immediately overwhelmed by a pile of Chu Xiaobei's clothes, and then there 

were all kinds of mineral spirit jade bottles and jars... 

"Ah! What to do!?" 

Chu Xiaobei also let out a cry of surprise, and was immediately overwhelmed by a large number of 

items. 

And the things in the Martial Saint Realm were still pouring out continuously, and the room was almost 

instantly blocked! 

Fortunately, Su Lang reacted quickly and immediately used the storage space to put everything in. 

But the things in Wu Sheng's domain were still pouring out, and Su Lang had to keep storing things. 

"Ah, my spirit jade! My treasure!" 

Seeing this scene, Chu Xiaobei suddenly yelled. 

"Shut up if you don't want to be buried alive." 

Su Lang glanced at Chu Xiaobei, a wicked smile was drawn at the corner of his mouth. 

Hey, this time I made a lot of money! 

All the belongings of a six-star martial sage! 
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Chu Xiaobei flushed with anger: "Su Lang, you must return my things to me later!" 

"We'll talk later!" 

Su Lang grinned at the corner of his mouth, and his smile became brighter. 

Chu Xiaobei was so angry that she opened her teeth and danced her claws like a crayfish, but she was 

helpless and could only watch her baby be taken away by Su Lang. 

In a blink of an eye, there were no more items flowing out of Wusheng's domain, only a gap was left 

floating in the air. 

Through the gap, one could see an empty domain space made of ice jade. 

"Su Lang, the little **** demon, return my treasure to me if you don't want to die!" 

Chu Xiaobei screamed, and rushed to pinch Su Lang's neck with two small hands. 

At this time, she has recovered the strength of a one-star martial sage, she can be called a girl with 

strange power! 

"To die to die to die!" 

"I pay it back, I pay it back!" 

Su Lang was pinched out of breath, as if his neck was about to be pinched off. 

"Humph!!" 

Chu Xiaobei snorted and let go of Su Lang's neck. 

"cough--!" 

"I'll go, Chu Xiaobei, you really are not a good woman!" 

Su Lang touched his sore neck, "I will kill me when I am injured just a little bit, you are vindicating 

revenge!" 

"Huh! You shameless!" 

Chu Xiaobei snorted again, "I didn't say not to repay you, I will definitely give you a lot of benefits, but 

you took away all my baby!" 

"Oh, just give it back to you." 

Su Lang smashed his mouth, throwing out a lot of clothing. 

These clothes are all made by Chu Xiaobei, the colors are relatively plain, either white, or light blue and 

light pink, mixed with these cute little clothes. 

"you!!" 

Chu Xiaobei gritted her teeth and said, "Am I talking about these things!?" 

"Oh?" 



"If you don't want this, then I will accept it!" 

Su Lang smashed his mouth and took away a lot of clothes. 

"Want to be beautiful, pay me back, pay me back!" 

Chu Xiaobei's eyes widened, and he pinched Su Lang's neck again with anger and shame, and then shook 

it! 

"Don't want it for a while, want it again for a while, it's so annoying, oops to death..." 

Su Lang's head was tossed, his eyes also rolled. 

"Hurry up and return my clothes and treasure to me!" 

Chu Xiaobei snarled viciously, she really wanted to squeeze Su Lang's neck! 

Of course, she just thought about that. 

"You... let go... me!" Su Lang shook his head and said intermittently. 

"it is good!" 

Chu Xiaobei took a deep breath and let go of Su Lang's neck. 

"Ahem!" 

"Okay, I just made a joke to you before, now I will return everything to you." 

Su Lang coughed twice, waved his hands and said, "But your baby has been mixed with my baby and 

doesn't distinguish between you and me, so I can't tell who belongs to many things." 

"Su Lang, are you going to shame again!" 

Chu Xiaobei's eyes were cold, as if he was about to eat Su Lang. 

"of course not!" 

"I am really confused!" 

Su Lang shook his head with a playful smile at the corner of his mouth, and then took out two rocks. 

"Look at Chu Xiaobei!" 

Su Lang handed the two stones to Chu Xiaobei, "What you lost is the holy stage snow fox sky flame 

stone in my left hand, or the upgraded version of the snow fox sky flame stone in my right hand? ?" 

Chapter 493: I won't lose your blood! 

"This!?" 

"Have I collected the Snow Fox Fairy Firestone?" 

"No, there are only some of my fairy-level treasures. There is no Snow Fox Fairy Flame Stone at all, but 

there are dozens of Snow Fox Heavenly Flame Stone..." 
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"Could it be said that this snow fox fairy flame stone belongs to the big **** demon like Su Lang? How 

could it be possible that he is the King of Martial Arts... 

Uh, if it's him, it's really possible. " 

"In that case, could it be because he has a lot of treasures, and then confused with mine?" 

"Hey, then I choose this snow fox fairy flame stone, he can't figure out, and then give it to me?" 

Chu Xiaobei analyzed it, and the cold beautiful eyes gradually became hot. 

To be honest, she really wants it! 

Immortal treasure! 

Although she was born into the Xuanyu fairy clan, she has limited fairy-level treasures. 

This snow fox fairy flame stone is really tempting to her! 

"but......" 

"I can't choose that, it's too shameful." 

Chu Xiaobei hesitated for a moment, and then prepared to choose the holy stage Snow Fox Heavenly 

Flame Stone. 

But at this moment. 

"Can you not figure it out?" 

Su Lang frowned and said, "Well, then this fairy-level snow fox fairy flame stone should be yours, I don't 

remember having a snow fox fairy flame stone." 

With that, Su Lang handed the Xuehu fairy flame stone to Chu Xiaobei. 

"!!!" 

Chu Xiaobei trembled all over, her eyes widened. 

It seems to be! 

"No, this snow fox fairy flame stone is not mine." 

Chu Xiaobei still shook her head and rejected the Snow Fox Fairy Flame Stone that Su Lang handed over. 

"Okay, then it is mine." Su Lang's face appeared'suddenly', and there was a burst of laughter in his 

heart! 

In fact, this Xuehu Fairy Flame Stone was made by him with one-click synthesis. 

Because the snow fox sky flame stone was originally a very high-end holy material, Su Lang only used 10 

pieces to synthesize a snow fox fairy flame stone. 

"Xuehu fairy flame stone is not mine, but this snow fox sky flame stone is mine." 



Chu Xiaobei stared at Su Lang and said, "I remember a total of 36 yuan, give it back to me!" 

"Don't worry." 

Su Lang smiled and said, "It just so happens that I need the Snow Fox Sky Flame Stone now, so I can use 

this Snow Fox fairy flame stone in exchange for your Snow Fox Sky Flame Stone." 

Yes, this is Su Lang's purpose. 

He was not simply to tease Chu Xiaobei, but to create a "win-win". 

In other words, Su Lang used Chu Xiaobei's materials to synthesize more advanced materials and return 

them to Chu Xiaobei, so that Chu Xiaobei could earn money. 

But he himself is like a white wolf with an empty glove, and he will never lose after he has obtained Chu 

Xiaobei's holy grade materials! 

Because Chu Xiaobei earned her blood, Su Lang not only did not bully her, but gave her benefits. 

Dare to ask where you can find a fairy-level treasure with some holy-level materials in exchange for such 

a good thing? 

"This is totally a pie in the sky! Is Su Lang serious?" 

Chu Xiaobei stared at Su Lang with big eyes, with an expression of disbelief. 

Although the Snow Fox Sky Flame Stone is a very high-end holy grade material, its value is completely 

incomparable to the Xue Fox fairy flame stone! 

Not to mention thirty-six, one hundred and thirty-six snow fox sky flame stone is not worth a snow fox 

fairy flame stone! 

The two are not a level treasure! 

"Hey, do you want to do it?" 

Su Lang raised his eyebrows, "That is to say, I was anxious for the Snow Fox Celestial Flame Stone, so I 

exchanged this Snow Fox Fairy Flame Stone with you." 

"Do you really want to exchange the Snow Fox Fairy Flame Stone for my Snow Fox Heavenly Flame 

Stone?" 

Chu Xiaobei looked at Su Lang incredulously, pursed his mouth slightly, and swallowed a sip of body 

fluid. 

Su Lang nodded: "Yeah, don't be fussy, please be more refreshing, do you not?" 

"dry!!" 

Chu Xiaobei nodded heavily. 

"Okay! Then it's yours!" 

Su Lang stuffed the snow fox fairy flame stone into Chu Xiaobei's arms. 



"Hmm!" 

Chu Xiaobei took the Snow Fox Fairy Flame Stone and placed it in the Martial Saint Realm, but because 

the realm was unstable, it fell out again. 

Then she took a lot of effort to close the gap in the Martial Saint Realm. 

However, the Xuehu Fairy Flame Stone was still not put in. 

Chu Xiaobei was so angry that he made smoke! 

Su Lang smiled and asked, "Should I keep it for you?" 

"Never!" 

Chu Xiaobei gave Su Lang a vigilant look, and hugged the Xuehu fairy flame stone tightly. 

Chapter 494: I like you big devil! 

"Well, then I will give you a space ring." 

Su Lang shrugged his shoulders indifferently, took out a fairly good-looking spatial ring and threw it to 

Chu Xiaobei. 

"Humph!" 

Chu Xiaobei caught the ring and put the snow fox fairy flame stone in it. 

"I have so many treasures, give it back to me!" 

As Chu Xiaobei spoke, she casually found a finger and put on the ring. 

"Well......" 

Su Lang took out two more treasures, "Is the sacred blue dragon wood in my left hand yours, or is the 

upgraded version of the blue dragon wood in my right hand, and the white dragon wood is yours?" 

"Hey! This big **** demon actually has a fairy-level treasure!!" 

A stormy sea rose in Chu Xiaobei's heart, "What is his identity, is he an emperor!?" 

"Huh? Isn't it yours? That should be mine." 

Su Lang pretended to frown and was about to collect the treasure. 

"Wait, Qinglongmu is mine!" 

Chu Xiaobei said hurriedly, "There are two hundred and thirty-two yuan! You pay me back!" 

"Oh, you have a lot of green dragon wood." 

Su Lang showed a harmless smile of humans and animals, "It just happens that I need it a little, I will use 

this piece of white dragon wood for you." 

"what!?" 
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Chu Xiaobei stared at Su Lang blankly, "Are you mentally ill? Why are you still exchanging fairy-tier 

treasures for my holy-tier treasures?" 

"You are sick!" 

Su Lang raised his eyebrows and retorted, "I think you are so poor. It just so happens that I just need it, 

so I exchanged with you!" 

"You are so poor..." 

Chu Xiaobei's voice was still very loud at first, but then she was a little bit embarrassed. 

Su Lang digs out two immortal treasures at will. She doesn't have much in total, so it's easy to see who is 

poor. 

Of course, Su Lang is really poor! 

The corner of Su Lang's mouth twitched, and he smiled: "I'll ask you again, exchange the white dragon 

wood for your green dragon wood, why not do it?" 

"Huh, do..." 

Chu Xiaobei proudly said, then agreed. 

She suddenly felt that it was great to take advantage of Su Lang's big pervert! 

"Then this piece of white dragon wood is yours." 

Su Lang laughed secretly in his heart and gave Chu Xiaobei the white dragon wood plug. 

Immediately afterwards, Su Lang took out two more treasures: "Look, this piece of my left hand..." 

... 

As time passed slowly, Su Lang kept pulling out treasures for Chu Xiaobei to choose. 

Chu Xiaobei was also stunned by her innocence, and each time she didn't choose a treasure that was'not 

his own'. 

Where did she know that all the things Su Lang took out were hers. 

At the same time, Chu Xiaobei was also deeply shocked by Su Lang's handwriting! 

From the beginning to the present, Su Lang has taken out a total of sixty-three fairy-level items! 

You know that Chu Xiaobei himself has only seven things! 

What made Chu Xiaobei even more unbelievable was that Su Lang exchanged the treasures of the 

sacred rank with her every time! 

Sometimes, very precious holy-rank treasures are exchanged for less precious holy-rank treasures. 

This is really abnormal. 

Chu Xiaobei thought for a long time, then hesitated to ask a question. 



"Su Lang, do you like me?" 

Her gaze was a little dodging, she seemed shy. 

What? 

I'm all for treasures! ? 

But this woman is really beautiful and deserves to be liked. 

"Well, I like you. If you like me too, you can come home with me." 

Su Lang chuckled, if he could turn Chu Xiaobei back, the safety of the Human Race and Wind Spirit Race 

would be completely guaranteed. 

"Think beautiful!" 

"I like you a big ghost!" 

Chu Xiaobei rolled his eyes fiercely, and then said fiercely, "I still have some treasures, give it back to me 

soon!" 

"it is good." 

Su Lang smiled and nodded. 

The remaining materials are not many, basically unable to synthesize, and Su Lang doesn't bother to 

play left- and right-handed games. 

However, these materials contained what he needed, so he didn't plan to return all of them to Chu 

Xiaobei. 

"The rest are alchemy materials and some low-level items that are of little use to you." 

Su Lang said, "I want to keep the alchemy materials for you to refine the pill, or give me the low-level 

ones. 

You see, you have wiped me so much, don't be so stingy. " 

Chu Xiaobei thought about it for a while. It seemed that he was so cheap that Su Lang had indeed 

touched him, and he couldn't help but blush. 

"Ok." 

Chu Xiaobei nodded and said, "But I also need some things, you have to pay me at least...a little bit?" 

"What do you say." 

Su Lang smiled lightly. 

"Just..." 

Chu Xiaobei pronounced the names of the treasures the same, and then took the treasures from Su Lang 

the same. 



In a short while, she got all the necessary things. 

But suddenly she remembered another thing! 

Chapter 495: Not forgiving 

"Su Lang!!!" 

Chu Xiaobei stared at Su Lang closely, and said with a bad face, "Did you forget to return me 

something?" 

Su Lang rolled his eyes: "What? I gave you everything you wanted!" 

"Humph!" 

"You haven't returned me those clothes!" 

"Did you deliberately, you big monster!?" 

Chu Xiaobei's beautiful eyes were round and round, and the fierce light emerging from inside was very 

harsh. 

"Oh, your clothes, you said it earlier." 

"As long as you say, I will definitely pay you back immediately." 

Su Lang stretched out his hands helplessly, "Otherwise, what can I do if I keep it?" 

"Won't you pay me back!?" 

Chu Xiaobei stepped forward, her little hands flared her teeth and claws, it seemed that Su Lang would 

squeeze Su Lang's neck if she didn't return it! 

"Give it back to you, pay back to you!" 

Su Lang was about to take out his clothes from the storage space, but soon covered his forehead with a 

headache. 

Chu Xiaobei narrowed his eyes: "What's the matter with you? Want to regret it?" 

"No, I confuse your clothes. I don't know which ones belong to you and which ones belong to others." 

While talking, Su Lang took out a lot of clothes and piled them on the bed. 

Such a large amount of clothes are all women's clothing, and there are all kinds of clothes. 

This time he was really confused... 

"hiss!!" 

"Su Lang, you guy is really a big-eyed demon, you have hidden so many women's clothes privately!" 

Chu Xiaobei looked at the clothes on the bed and couldn't help being stunned! 

"Do you believe me that I am engaged in clothing wholesale?" 
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The corners of Su Lang's mouth twitched. The ‘perfect plunder’ function is good. Anything can be 

plundered as trophies... 

"I believe you are a big devil, death. Demon!" 

Chu Xiaobei rolled her face, rolled her eyes, and then threw herself on the bed to pick her clothes. 

Robes, long skirts, small clothes... 

Not long after, Chu Xiaobei picked out all his clothes and put them in the space ring. 

"Big color. The devil is abnormal." 

Chu Xiaobei pushed all the remaining clothes to Su Lang, "Take your collection back and look an eye-

catching!" 

"You're so silly. The devil is abnormal!" 

Su Lang's face twitched, "I killed the enemy and put away these clothes!" 

"I have never seen anyone who kills an enemy even takes away their clothes." 

Chu Xiaobei looked at Su Lang contemptuously, as if he had already determined that Su Lang was a 

monster. 

"I took it." 

Su Lang's face was speechless, "Just think about it this way, anyway, it's useless for me to explain it." 

"Huh, what's the use of explanation?" 

Chu Xiaobei snorted lightly, very proud. 

"Oh, action is useful." 

Su Lang let out a fire and burned those women's clothes. 

"Actions are useless!" 

Chu Xiaobei rolled his eyes, his face was full of disgust. 

"I'm drunk and don't want to tell you anymore." 

Su Lang sighed, and immediately planned to burn all the unusable clothes in the storage space. 

At this moment, he found that there were still a few pieces of Chu Xiaobei's clothes in his storage space 

that he had forgotten to take out. 

Do you want to return it to her? 

Forget it, this smelly sister is not forgiving, so she won't be returned! 

"I don't want to talk to you yet." 

Chu Xiaobei arrogantly gave a slight expression, "What are you going to do next?" 



The question was naturally about revenge Wuyang Wusheng. 

"You don't care about this, I have a plan." 

Su Lang said lightly, "Your injury is still not healed, go to sleep." 

"Humph!" 

Chu Xiaobei snorted and lay down on the bed, "Don't take advantage of others." 

"..." 

Su Lang is speechless, this woman really treats him as a devil? 

Immediately, Chu Xiaobei went to rest. 

The medicine in her body has not been completely digested yet. 

This is also the reason why Su Lang didn't refine alchemy for her now. 

Chu Xiaobei went to sleep, and Su Lang focused on the refining materials. 

God-level materials, holy-level materials, and several fairy-level materials. 

Materials needed to evolve the Youtian Sword. 

All materials such as Yuanshiyan, Mingxin Jade, Bodhi Treasure Heart, and God-level refining materials 

such as Wushen Jedi Xuanluu are all available. 

But there is still one thing missing-the Soul of Valkyrie! 

Chapter 496: Explore Wuyang Demon Cave 

To evolve the Youtian Sword, you need to consume 6 Valkyrie Souls! 

But Su Lang only had five copies. 

"The Soul of the Valkyrie can only be obtained by killing the Valkyrie." 

Su Lang pondered slightly, "Wuyang Devil's Cave is a very large organization, and there must be a 

Martial God, so let's kill him first. 

But before that, it is necessary to find out where the Wuyang Demon Cave is. 

Although Wuyang Demon Cave does not have a fixed base, there are always clues in the action. " 

Thinking of this, Su Lang immediately dispatched all the 15 clones that had already cooled down to 

inquire about the news. 

One by one avatars walked in the holy city of Yaochi, constantly inquiring about news. 

Soon, Su Lang was given seven suspicious locations, all of which were suspected to be the temporary 

settlements of Wuyang Demon Cave. 

Seven suspicious locations are very troublesome for others. 
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But for Su Lang, it was not too difficult. 

Su Lang immediately collected all the treasure hunting flying flying gliders who were hunting for 

treasure. 

Yes, he will use the treasure hunting flying flying fly as a scout to conduct a carpet search of seven 

suspicious locations. 

Now there are 87,296 treasure hunting flying gliders. Even if they are divided into seven teams, each 

team has more than 10,000! 

Treasure hunting flying gliders fly in the sky and hide in the sky, with extremely fast speed, and also 

immune to the attacks of the Valkyrie and its lower realms, so it is great to act as a scout. 

"Go, treasure hunting flying flying glider!" 

With an order, nearly 90,000 treasure hunting flying flying gliders were dispatched and set off toward 

seven suspicious locations. 

The fifteen clones were not idle, and continued to inquire about the news. 

Time passed slowly. 

Seven teams of treasure hunting flying gliders gradually reached their destination. 

The seven clones were also dispatched by Su Lang to act as Su Lang's eyes. 

After a simple investigation, Su Lang found that four of the locations were empty, but some traces were 

left, which should be abandoned strongholds. 

And all the other three have people! 

The people who occasionally leached out of these three locations were all bloody, fierce and full of 

unbridled aura. 

"It should be these three places, divided into three teams, search for me!" 

Su Lang thought, and the treasure hunt flying flying gliders were divided into three teams, each team 

approaching 30,000, and they began a carpet search of three suspicious locations. 

However, the flying glider ran into trouble at the beginning of the treasure hunt. 

Because every suspicious location is guarded by the formation, the treasure hunting flying flying can not 

enter. 

"I can only do it myself." 

Su Lang's expression remained unchanged, and he used his clone to replace one of the suspicious 

locations. 

Immediately, he silently controlled the formation, and put the treasure hunt flying flying glider inside. 

Three times in a row, Su Lang put the treasure hunt flying flying gliders into three suspicious locations. 



Soon, Su Lang discovered that these three suspicious locations turned out to be the forces of Wuyang 

Demon Cave! 

And these three suspicious strongholds are one big and two small. 

The largest one is the temporary headquarters of Wuyang Demon Cave, while the two smaller ones are 

the left and the right. 

"Wuyang Demon Cave, I found you!!" 

Su Lang looked cold, and dispatched two clones to the two branches of Wuyang Devil's Cave, and three 

clones to the headquarters of Wuyang Devil's Cave. 

Through the perception of the clone, Su Lang immediately grasped a lot of information! 

... 

At this moment. 

In the temporary headquarters of Wuyang Demon Cave. 

Treasure hunting flying flying flying around quietly shuttled around, not long after exploring most of the 

map. 

Those martial emperor class and the Wuyang Demon Cave warriors under it can't even find the trace of 

the treasure hunting flying flying flying flying gliders. 

Only the powerhouse of Wu Zun and Valkyrie level can discover the treasure hunting flying flying flying 

glider. 

The first person to spot the treasure hunting flying flying flying was a Wu Zun. 

He was flying, but suddenly found a white shadow flying in front of him. 

In a hurry, his mental perception only found that it was something like a mouse. 

"It's fast! Could it be a spirit beast raised by a fellow fellow?" 

This Wu Zun was surprised, but didn't doubt anything, and left that place. 

But then, he found another one! 

"Is it the same as before?" 

This Wu Zun frowned and was a little confused, but he didn't take much care and moved on. 

But he didn't realize that his every move was seen by a figure hiding in the dark. 

Soon, this Wu Zun met with an agreed martial artist. 

As soon as the two met and talked, they found that they had seen such flying mice, and they couldn't 

help being immediately alert. 

Chapter 497: Give you some appetizers 
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"This kind of spirit beast is very fast, already surpassing ordinary Wu Zun." 

"However, there is no realm aura on this spirit beast. It is very unique and weird. I am afraid it is not a 

spirit beast raised by the same people." 

"This matter is weird, but it is not something we can handle. Let's report to God Luo Xing first." 

"Well, go!" 

"..." 

Two Wu Zuns of Wuyang Demon Cave went to report to the Valkyrie named Luo Xie. 

However, when they arrived at the residence of Martial God Luo Xie, they found that many people with 

the same purpose had already arrived. 

Wushen Luo Xie is a man with a thin face and a beard. His eyes are like animal pupils, and his whole 

body exudes an extremely dangerous atmosphere. 

More than twenty Wu Zun stood in front of him respectfully, and in his hand, he held a small mouse. 

This is exactly the treasure hunt flying flying goddess Luo Xie spent a little trick to catch. 

"This kind of thing is really weird!" 

"Obviously there is no realm of cultivation, but Wushuang is defensive, even I can't damage a single bit, I 

can only catch it!" 

"I'm afraid that only Wu Sheng can see this thing, but in any case, it must be unkind..." 

Luo Xie Wushen's eyes flickered, and then waved his hand to disperse the martial masters, and went to 

the retreat of Yangxu Martial Saint alone. 

Yes, it is Yangxu Martial Saint, not Wuyang Martial Saint. 

Everyone thought that Wuyang Wusheng was the only one in the Wuyang Devil's Cave, but they didn't 

know that a second Wuyang had appeared in the Wuyang Devil's Cave! 

Although Wu Sheng Yang Xu was a newcomer to Wu Sheng, he was not at the same level as Wu Shen at 

all. 

Wu Shen Luo Xie stood high in front of the martial arts, but he was very cautious in front of Wu Sage 

Yang Xu, almost trembling! 

After Luo Xie Wushen reported the matter, Yang Xu Wusheng began to perceive his spirit, and suddenly 

found that the entire headquarters was full of weird rats! 

Not only that, there are three breathless figures hiding in the dark! 

"This is someone spying on my Wuyang Devil Cave!" 

When Martial Saint Yang Xu was horrified, he immediately shot, a trace of regular force overflowed from 

him, and instantly killed the three avatars of Su Lang and countless treasure hunting flying flying gliders. 



"Luo Xie, you immediately send someone to explore the surroundings of the headquarters, as long as 

anyone is killed!" 

"In addition, be wary of the people of the Yaochi saints, contact the undercover over there, and see if 

the Yaochi saints are doing a ghost!" 

"Finally, contact the people of the two branches, and if an invincible enemy attacks, let them 

immediately abandon the branch." 

Yang Xu Wusheng narrowed his eyes, revealing a hint of chill. 

"Yes!" 

Luo Xie Wushen took the order to leave. 

... 

The other side. 

"Ding! The clone is dead and enters a 24-hour cooldown period!" 

"Ding! The clone died..." 

"..." 

"Ding! The treasure hunting flying flying glider died and fell into cooling!" 

"Ding! Treasure hunt flying flying flying death..." 

"..." 

A series of system prompts sounded in Su Lang's ears, densely connected. 

However, Su Lang's expression remained unchanged, and his goal was achieved. 

At this time, he had already explored the three strongholds of Wuyang Demon Caves. 

He even found the dungeon where Ji Ruxue and Murong Xianxian were imprisoned. 

It was a huge dungeon. From time to time, people escorted women into it, and the treasure hunting 

flying gliders also found an opportunity to get in. 

It's a pity that there are small enclosed spaces in the dungeon, and the treasure hunt flying gliders did 

not find Ji Ruxue and Murong Xianxian. 

Su Lang wanted to use the clone to replace the past to rescue the two girls, but still suppressed the 

impulse in his heart. 

There are two great martial arts in Wuyang Devil Cave. 

After investigation, it was found that Yangxu Wusheng was a 1-star Wusheng, and Wuyang Wusheng 

was in retreat and was not detected. 

But Su Lang knew that even if he found Ji Ruxue and Murong Xianxian, he would take them out of the 

Wuyang Demon Cave. 



With Su Lang's current strength, this is a very unrealistic thing. 

If they fail, Ji Ruxue and Murong Xianxian will undoubtedly die, and they will die miserably... 

So we must be patient for the time being and find another way! 

"First, let's take the two branches of Wuyang Demon Cavern and give you some appetizers!" 

Su Lang showed a sneer, and immediately started to swallow the clone! 

Chapter 498: Turn on killing mode 

"boom!!" 

Consuming ten clones in a row, Su Lang suddenly exploded with a terrifying aura. 

"Properties panel!" 

[Name]: Su Lang 

[Race]: human 

[Qualification Level]: Turbidity 

[Realm level]: Senior Wuwang 

[Attack level]: quasi-sage+ 

[Defense level]: Senior Valkyrie+ 

[Shenfa Level]: Quasi-Sage+ 

[Endurance Level]: Senior Valkyrie+ 

... 

(Part of the information has been omitted) 

His strength went from the Quasi-God level to the Quasi-Sage level in an instant! Even across five small 

realms! 

"Clone dispatch!" 

"Clone replacement!" 

After swallowing the clone, Su Lang immediately went to one of the Demon Caverns. 

There are two great martial sages in Wuyang Demon Cave, six great martial sages. 

Among them, the two great martial gods and the four martial gods are in the headquarters, and only 

one of the two divisions is in charge. 

At this time, in the right part of Wuyang Devil's Cave, Wu Chong, the **** of war, put down the jade 

card for communication with a solemn expression. 

And in his other hand, he also held a treasure hunting flying flying fly. 
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"It's absolutely extraordinary to be able to raise such a weird creature this time!" 

"However, even the Saint Clan of Yaochi has nothing to do with us. Could it be that you, a mysterious 

person, can destroy us?!" 

God Wu Chongwu smiled coldly, and was going to order to strengthen the defense. 

But at this moment, a group of ghosts suddenly appeared in front of him! 

"What is this!?" 

God Wu Chongwu's expression changed drastically! 

He hadn't seen this kind of transmission method at all, and it was completely different from the 

transmission using the spatial attribute technique! 

Moreover, the branch stronghold has space to confine the formation. 

Unless the strength reaches the martial sage, it is impossible to use the spatial attribute technique to 

transfer it. 

"What is it?" 

"Is it the owner of those weird mice?" 

Wu Chong was suffocated, he was ready to escape at any time! 

And just as Wu Chongru was approaching the enemy. 

I saw the phantom in front of him condensed into a human form, a man who was too young to speak. 

This is Su Lang's clone! 

"This is... the realm of King Wu?" 

Wu Chongwushen's spiritual power was swept away, and he felt a little strange when he was shocked. 

With such a tall means of transmission, a small Wu Wang was transmitted over? 

This is too funny! 

Wu Chong Wu Shen frowned, ready to try this weird Wu Wang. 

But at this moment! 

An incomparably huge breath erupted from Su Lang clone. 

"This is... the quasi saint!!" 

Wu Chongwu God was terrified and frightened, and fled away instantly! 

"You can run away, I eat shit!" 

Su Lang showed disdain, and Youtian Sword instantly cut out! 

"No!! I have no sun magic cave..." 



God Wu Chongwu let out a desperate scream, but before he finished speaking, he was divided into two 

by Su Lang's Youtian Sword! 

The quasi-sage-level combat power plus the quasi-sage-level Youtian Sword, below Wusheng, only one 

sword! 

"Ding! You get the Soul of the Valkyrie*1, the Attraction of Space*1, the Intermediate Sacred Artifact, 

Mountain Destroyer Wolf Spike*1, High-grade Spirit Jade*18, Medium-grade Spirit Jade*2236, Low-

grade Spirit Jade*326886, Supreme Spirit Stone* 2635682, the materials for the god-level refining..." 

"Soul of Valkyrie, succeed!" 

The corner of Su Lang's mouth hooked, and his body gradually disappeared. 

But he did not go directly to the inn in the Yaochi Holy City, but went to another branch of Wuyang 

Demon Cave. 

Although the Valkyrie in this branch was stronger than Wu Chongwushen, he was still hacked to death 

by Su Lang! 

At this time, Su Lang's killing of the **** of war was as simple as cutting vegetables and melons. 

After slaying the two gods of Wuyang Demon Cavern, Su Lang did not leave. 

Instead, it turned on the killing mode and slaughtered the warriors of the two Wuyang Demon Caverns. 

"Hmph, anyone who dares to **** me will die for me!" 

In the realm of quasi-sage, Su Lang carried the Youtian Sword, and dozens of heads flew up with one 

sword! 

At the same time, the four avatars were not idle, and were dispatched by Su Lang to two Wuyang 

Demon Cave branches, with a handful of artifacts, and constantly killing the martial artists who were 

fleeing everywhere. 

The strongest of these two branches are just quasi-sages, they are still the kind without magical tools, 

and they can't beat Su Lang and his four clones. 

"Ah! Don't kill me, I have a lot of spirit stones, I will give you all!" 

"I have the old and the young, please forgive me, don't kill me!" 

"I beg you, I just joined Wuyang Demon Cave, I know I was wrong!" 

"..." 

Chapter 499: Holy Soldier Youtian Sword! 

The warriors of the Wuyang Demon Cave no longer looked fierce anymore, all wailing begging for mercy. 

But Su Lang was merciless and killed them all! 

Anyway, these guys are all mischievous, and everyone has committed crimes and is not innocent! 
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In less than thirty seconds, Su Lang killed all two strongholds! 

at the same time! 

The Wuyang Demon Cave headquarters also received bad news from the branch. 

"what!?" 

"A quasi saint appeared and beheaded Wu Chong?" 

"Damn it, a quasi-sage who dares to attack my Wuyang Devil's Lagoon is really impatient!" 

"Today I am going to catch you, cramp you, and smash your body into pieces!" 

Yang Xuwusheng's eyes were blood-red, and thunderous, he stepped out into the teleportation array. 

Immediately, the light flashed, and he appeared in the left part of Wuyang Demon Cave. 

"Who dares to kill me from the Wuyang Demon Cavern!?" 

A roar accompanied by the terrifying power of Yangxu Martial Saint spread. 

The air seemed to set off a tsunami, and layers of ‘huge waves’ hit the building, causing it to collapse 

instantly! 

But no one responded to him. 

In the entire left part, there were corpses all over the field, and there was not a single living person. 

"Damn!!" 

Yang Xu Wusheng immediately activated the teleportation array and came to the right. 

But here are all dead bodies too! 

The quasi-sage who slaughtered the two branches of Wuyang Demon Cave had already escaped! 

"escape!?" 

"The quasi-sage, the person who killed my Wuyang Devil Cave still wants to escape?" 

"In this Yaochi Saint Clan, there is no one who cannot be found in my Wuyang Demon Cave!" 

Sage Yangxuwu's eyes are about to split, like crazy, "When I find you, I want you to know what life is 

better than death!" 

... 

Just as Wu Sheng Yangxu roared in anger, Su Lang had already returned to the inn in the holy city of 

Yaochi. 

He also wanted to evolve the Youtian Sword immediately, and then kill Yangxu Martial Saint. 

But Su Lang knew that it was difficult! 

The three clones fell into cooling down, and only two clones were still there. 



If you want to retain the ‘death substitution’ function, you can only swallow one clone. 

With Su Lang's current combat power and the characteristics of the'swallowing clone', let alone one 

clone, even if both clones are swallowed, they cannot enter the realm of Martial Saint. 

Therefore, Su Lang chose to retreat temporarily. 

Anyway, there are still more than ten days before the sun and moon coincide, and there is plenty of 

time. 

Today's trip, even if it is a little interest to charge Wuyang Demon Cave. 

Su Lang, who replaced him with a clone, returned to the inn in the holy city of Yaochi. 

He suppressed his breath and did not disturb Chu Xiaobei. 

"This smelly sister sleeps soundly!" 

Glancing at Chu Xiaobei, Su Lang retracted his mind and gave instructions to the system: 

"System, keep me the characteristics of Evolution Youtian Sword!" 

"Ding! Consumes the sacred refining material Yuanshiyan*1, Mingxin jade*1, Bodhi Treasure Heart*2, 

the god-level refining material, the soul of the **** of war*6, the Jedi Xuanluo*8...youtian The sword 

has evolved into a junior holy soldier!" 

With the notification of the system, the Youtian Sword in Su Lang's hand suddenly undergoes a strange 

change! 

The Youtian Sword has basically not changed in appearance, it still has black stripes on a white 

background. 

But it has a peculiar aura, as if it has changed from a dead thing to a life-bearing existence! 

Su Lang could clearly feel that Youtian Sword possessed sage. 

Although Youtian Sword's intelligence is very simple, but it can automatically protect the lord and kill the 

enemy automatically. 

When Su Lang controls it, it can be more like an arm, almost as soon as a thought appears, Youtian 

Sword can execute the order! 

In addition to spiritual wisdom, Su Lang also felt two terrifying powers from the Youtian Sword. 

That is the power of rules! 

The Youtian Sword’s ‘breaking defense’ and ‘non-destructive’ characteristics have condensed the power 

of the rules and become more powerful! 

The power of wisdom and rules, this is the Holy Soldier! 

"System, can you continue to retain the characteristics of Evolution Youtian Sword?" 



"Ding! Host, in order to retain the characteristics and evolve the Youtian Sword, you need to use the 

holy refining material Yuanshiyan*6, Mingxin Jade*6, Bodhi Treasure Heart*6, Amethyst*6... Xin 

Shengliu*6 God-level refining material, Valkyrie Soul*10..." 

"Well, the materials are not enough again, just 9 copies of the Soul of the Valkyrie!" 

"Hi, at this juncture, where can I find 9 Valkyrie Souls?" 

Su Lang frowned, and Youtian Sword was promoted to Junior Saint Soldier, which was the top one 

among Junior Saint Soldiers. 

But he still feels a little unsafe. After all, Wuyang Wusheng has been arrogant for so many years, maybe 

there are intermediate sage soldiers. 

"But to evolve the Youtian Sword, where can I find materials?" 

Su Lang thought hard, and finally only thought of two places. 

One is the Sky Chamber of Commerce, and the other is the Yaochi Saints! 

And just as Su Lang thought about it, Chu Xiaobei woke up leisurely. 

Chapter 500: Really arrogant 

"you're awake?" 

Seeing Chu Xiaobei wake up, Su Lang went to the bed and looked at her. 

"Su Lang!" 

Chu Xiaobei, who just woke up, was still a little confused. After seeing Su Lang clearly, he immediately 

moved the quilt inside. 

This is her instinctive vigilance. 

The corner of Su Lang's mouth hooked and showed a touch of playfulness: "Oh, are you moving my 

position so that I can come up to sleep with you?" 

"You go away, Da Er. Demon!" 

Chu Xiaobei snarled viciously, "Otherwise I will squeeze your neck!" 

"Hi, so angry to get up? Can't afford to offend!" 

Su Lang stepped back two steps quickly and looked at Chu Xiaobei with the eyes of a tigress. 

"Humph!" 

Chu Xiaobei was very upset by Su Lang, "If you look at me like this, I'll goug your eyes!" 

"Then what do you want me to think of you?" 

Su Lang raised his brows and smiled, "Do you like me looking at you with squinting eyes?" 

"Go away! Don't look at me!" 
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Chu Xiaobei gritted his jade teeth. 

"I originally planned to show you your body, so I am alchemy." 

"But since you don't want me to look at you anymore, forget it, and you can do it yourself." 

Su Lang spread out his hands indifferently, then turned and left. 

"You stop!" 

Chu Xiaobei hurriedly shouted, "If you take my alchemy materials, you have to give me alchemy!" 

"Don't you want me to see you?" 

An evil smile flashed across Su Lang's face. 

Chu Xiaobei's expression stagnated, and he hesitated immediately: "If it is for alchemy, I can let you 

check!" 

Chu Xiaobei also knew that with her current injury, it was impossible to suffer by herself. 

The only way is to ask Su Lang to refine alchemy or go to Yaochi Saint Clan for medicine. 

But she is a badly wounded six-star martial arts sage, even from the immortal clan, and she might have 

caused others to kill and win treasures! 

Therefore, it is better to let Su Lang refine alchemy. 

Although this guy is a big **** monster, he might use his hands when checking his body. 

Hey, lust. Devil is lust. Devil, anyway... 

"Okay, I will check your body first." 

Su Lang smiled playfully and turned back to the bed, "Give me your hand." 

Chu Xiaobei hesitated, then stretched out his hand. 

Her hands are very beautiful, without the slightest blemish, which is pleasing to the eye. 

Su Lang smiled, grabbed Chu Xiaobei's hand, poured spiritual power and spiritual power into it and 

began to explore. 

Soon, Su Lang had a general understanding of Chu Xiaobei's injury. 

Mental injuries are invisible. 

Only physical injuries can be seen. 

At this time, Chu Xiaobei's physical body had recovered about six levels, and the meridians were much 

better, not as messy as it was at the beginning. 

As for Dantian, it is also invisible. 

"The main injuries are the meridian dantian and mental and soul injuries." 



Su Lang let go of Chu Xiaobei's hand and said, "To heal your injury, you need at least two holy elixir of 

high rank. 

Chu Xiaobei, do you have any holy elixir for these two types of pill? let me see. " 

Hearing this, Chu Xiaobei's eyes widened in an instant: "Su Lang, aren't you going to give me a 

symptomatic alchemy? How can you not even have a pill? 

Don't even know the pill, you don't know how to refine the pill that I need! You big liar! " 

"I really don't know how to refine the pill you need now." 

Su Lang said openly, "But as long as you give me the pill, I can refine it immediately, so you give me the 

pill!" 

"What? You can refine the pill by getting the pill?" 

"It's really arrogant, you can even speak such big words!" 

Chu Xiaobei stared at Su Lang in disbelief, his eyes seemed to have seen a ghost, but also a silly roe deer. 

The corner of Su Lang's mouth twitched, and he smiled: "Then I said before that I can refine the holy pill, 

don't you believe it?" 

"..." 

Chu Xiaobei's expression moved. 

Yes, she didn't believe that Su Lang could refine the holy pill before. 

But Su Lang had really refined it and healed her injuries a lot. 

It is such a fantasy to refine the holy pill in the realm of King Wu, but Su Lang did it abruptly. 

Then, the nonsense that the pill can be refined immediately with the pill, maybe it can be realized in Su 

Lang. 

 


